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Grad student to sue Poly
in sexual harassment case
Claims professor’s advances weren’t properly disciplined
By Steve Harmon
S«nk)r Staff W rlf f________________

A female graduate stu
dent has Tiled a $1 million
lawsuit against Cal Poly
alleging that she was sex
ually harassed by a pro
fessor and that the uni
versity did not discipline
him adequately.
Helyn Fay, 39, who is
w o r k in g
to w a r d s
a
master’s degree in counseling.
Tiled the suit Monday against
Computer
Science
Professor
Emile Attala and Cal Poly. The
university investigated the com
plaint and ruled that sexual
harassment had occurred.
Fay and her attorney, James
McKiernan — who is also work
ing on the Paul Floyd case, the
San
L uis
O b isp o
C ou n ty
auditor-controller who is accused
o f sexual harassment by former
female workers for the county —
held a press conference T u ^ a y
at his office.
Fay outlined her complaint and
provided written documentation
with dates and details o f the
allegations against Attala.
Fay is married to the Rev.
Ronald Fay who pastors a church
in Los Osos. They have two
children.
Jan Pieper, director o f person
nel who investigated the com
plaint, said “ administrative ac-

but pulled himself out o f it
due to a conflict o f inter
est. She said Baker is an
acquaintance o f Attala.
But in the end o f the
complaint process in early
1989, Baker put himself
back on the case.
Baker’s secretary said
Baker was unavailable for
comment.
'•y
Emil« Attala
Cal Poly is liable for
tion” had been taken but would
damages, said her attorney
not comment further. Pieper said
Jam es M cK iern an , b eca u se
personnel matter are conTidenemployers are always liable for
tial.
damages in such cases. McKier
M ik e
S u ess,
w ho
co
nan said the university was
investigated the complaint, said
negligent in its handling of the
“ these types o f complaints are
case.
th e m ost co m p lex
to in 
Fay does not have a problem
vestigate.” He said Cal Poly did
with the university’s Findings —
make a report to Cal Poly Presi
she has a problem with not
dent Warren Baker.
knowing what kind o f discipline
Fay said Baker was involved
Cal Poly took against Attala.
with the case in the beginning
Sec HARASSMENT, page 9

Professor helps harassment victims
Psychology professor Fred
Stultz teaches classes that in
clude the topic o f sexual harass
ment — but he does more than
just teach; he puts his knowledge
in dealing with victims to use
outside the classroom.
Stultz, who was on the original
committee that drew up the sex

Oh, say!
Can you burn?
Do you think
flagbuming should be
outlawed or legal?
Here s what
some said.

ual harassment policy three
years ago, was not satisfied with
its Final draft and decided to
counsel victims and help them
through the often lengthy and
intimidating process.
The opportunity to help some
one came a year ago when he got
Sec STULTZ, page 8

Prof to teach again
after being banned
without explanation
Rice: Union contract was violated
By Jay Garner
sun Wflt>r
For the past two months a
long-time Cal Poly professor has
been banned from campus and
suspended from teaching —
without ever being informed
why.
On Monday instructor Walter
Rice was informed by the per
sonnel office that he is “ sched
uled to resume (his) normal
duties in the economic depart
ment in the winter quarter
1990.”
Rice told Mustang Daily
Tuesday that his lawyer is sen
ding a letter to the California
State University attorney ask
ing for clarification o f the phrase
“ scheduled to resume normal
duties” by Nov. 20 — in short.
Rice and his lawyer want to
know if the allegations against
him have been dropped.
Rice, who has a doctorate in
economics, has taught at Cal
Poly for 2S years. His students
named him l^st teacher in the
economics department for the
last three 'academic years. He
also served as department head
during fall 1987, fall 1988 and
winter 1989.
But on Sept. 8, 1989, Rice’s

Oops!
They goofed..
Poly accidentally
allowed 1,300 more
students to register
this fall than they
should have.
Here s why.

teaching career was temporarily
halted. Public Safety delivered a
letter from Academic Vice
President Malcolm Wilson at 6
p.m. to Rice at his home stating
that Rice was suspended with
pay.
“ (1 was) in an absolute state of
surprise, shock and bewilder
ment,” Rice said. “ The letter
came without any warning or
communication from the ad
ministration.”
Rice was suspended under Ar
ticle 17.1, section (c) o f the
California Faculty Association’s
union contract that states,
“ When the President determines
that there exists strong and
compelling evidence, the Presi
dent may temporarily suspend
with pay a faculty unit member
for reasons related to ... in
vestigation for formal notice o f
disciplinary action.”
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker has delegated this per
sonnel matter to Wilson. Wilson
was ill and unavailable for
comment.
That weekend. Sept. 9-10, the
locks on Rice’s office were
changed.
Rice then obtained San Luis
Obispo attorney William H.
^ RICE, page 12

INSIGHT
More than 300 students
at Poly are dyslexic.
Find out what this
means, and how those
affected deal with the
disability.
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Letter to the
Student disapproves of flag burning
F.diior — 1 was appalled by a choice to stop the nonsense.
Secondly, I would like to offer
reports of the recent flag burning
some
suggestions to Bollom. I
in the University Union. Al
though 1 was not present for the can only think of two possible
incident, the Nov. 9 story, “ Stu reasons for his public display: It
dent torches U.S, flag on campus was the only form of political
... ,“ brings two important issues expression he could think of, or it
was a desperate plea for atten
to mind.
First of all, 1 would like to ap tion. Either case is truly
plaud Neal Thompson and Larry pathetic.
Besides the legal and ethical
Goldstein, both of whom tried to
arguments about flag burning, it
stop the flag burning.
When individuals break laws to is ultimately an ignorant and
make statements, they are exer meaningless act that makes a
cising their freedom of choice. statement of contempt but offers
Similarly, if people present no solutions.
If Bollom wants to make his
choose to stop the display or
political
beliefs known, I would
even physically restrain the in
stigator, those individuals are suggest voting, getting involved
with political groups, or even
also exercising their freedom.
All must be willing to face the writing a letter to Mustang Dailegal consequences of their ac !yIf this was really just a plea for
tions. I am certainly not ad
attention,
I would suggest some
vocating mob justice or assault,
other
form
of public display that
but Philip Bollom must have
understood the possible conse doesn’t involve the flag, such as
quences of such an emotion-stirr streaking.
ing event.
T hom pson and G oldstein David Perlick
should be commended for making City and Regional Planning

Americans must return to God
By Richard Hewitt
Let’s stop for a second and deal with reality. We
can no longer pretend everything is OK.
Neither could our brilliant president, Abraham
Lincoln, who in 1863 said: “ We have been the reci
pients o f the choicest bounties o f heaven. We have
been preserved these many years, in peace and pro
sperity. We have grown in numbers, wealth and
power as no other nation has ever grown. But we
have forgotten God. We have forgotten the gracious
hand which preserved us in peace, and multiplied
and enriched and strengthened us; and we have
vainly imagined, in the deceitfulness o f our hearts,
that all these blessings were produced by some su
perior wisdom and virtue o f our own. Intoxicated
with unbroken success, we have become too selfsufficient to feel the necessity o f redeeming and
preserving grace, too proud to pray to the God that
made us!"
I’m bummed at our present situation when 1
consider that our foresighted founding fathers and
mothers etched in stone a constant reminder that
the core of America is our trust in God, and God’s
goodness to us.
Look at the Flouse of Representatives, the
Senate, the Supreme Court, the memorials and
monuments to our great leaders, and their power
ful comments and speeches.
Our Constitution, Declaration of Independence,
pledge of allegiance, national anthem, currency, old
patriotic songs, literature, and history time and
again express dependency on God and give Him
the glory.
But how have we thanked Him for all He’s done?
Actually, in my eyes we’re spitting in God’s face,
and we’re spitting in the faces of those who gave
up everything so we might be free.
Teachers can’t exalt God, but they can preach
humanism. We can’t pray to God in the schools,
but we can meditate on powers within ourselves.
Even recent history books exclude God, our
founder’s dependency on Him and His great in
teraction in our land.

It’s obvious our humanistic beliefs and our re
jection of the God who knows us best is the cause
of our decaying educational system, morality and
family structure.
The media mocks religious hypocrites but rarely
reminds us of the faithful who are sacrificing their
lives for the refugees and the oppressed worldwide.
Why hasn’t our media covered the growth of
churches or the changed lives around the world? Or
what about the massive lines behind the Christian
table and the lack of people behind the athiest
table at a recent book fair in the Soviet Union?
Even our own Mustang Daily didn’t cover the
movie sponsored by Poly Christian Fellowship.
“ Beyond Human Control,’’ which has probably
been the most powerful event on campus all
quarter.
But let’s look at ourselves, because change must
begin with you and me. Have you read the Bible,
the world’s best seller, and tried to implement it in
your life? From the Jewish Torah to Revelations,
there’s so much in the Bible, including knowledge,
wisdom and insight to God and His goodness.
Read for yourselves the personal accounts of hovs
much our founding fathers relied on the Bible per
sonally for the structuring of this nation.
God does love us. Unfortunately, we have
followed the humanistic preachers in our society
without question. And so today, for most of us at
Cal Poly, the Bible, church and God are no longer a
part of our lives.
Obviously, we’ve been asking God to leave
America. But I promise you, the cords of oppres
sion and the fear of night will replace this "land of
the free and home of the brave” if we do not
radically change and turn back to God.
Richard Hewitt, a poultry industry major who will
graduate in December, is involved with Poly Chris
tian Fellowship.

Students on the Soapbox
How do you feel about a flag burning law (making it illegal)?

“ 1 don’t think it’s right to
burn flags. Regardless of
the problems you have in
this country, flag burning
doesn’t solve the problems.”

“ 1 don’t agree with flag
burning, but it shouldn’t be
illegal. People need to think
twice about why they’re
burning the flag and what it
means to them.”

“ I don’t think you should
burn the f l a g . . . . Just
because you’re mad at
something, you don’t have
to destroy it.”

Calvin Gee

Molly GiirUlan '

Janise DeVoe

Architecture junior

Economics sophomore

Social Science senior

“ I’m fully against burning
ihe flag, because you can’t
express freedom by burning
a symbol of freedom.”
Amy Dawson

GRC freshman

" I ’m for the flag burning
law because the flag sym
bolizes America, and
wouldn’t want anybody
burning America up.”
Rob Condron
ETMP junior

__
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Poly enrollment
exceeded by 1,350
fnll-time students
CAPTURE among reasons fo r error
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By Leslie M o rris

With the previous system.
Computer Assisted Registration
Cal Poly has exceeded its (CAR), 15 percent of students
budgeted enrollment by more received a blank study list
than 1,350 full-time equivalent because of closed or cancelled
students, according to Cal Poly classes, especially for those tak
ing general education classes.
officials.
Certain city councilmembers But with CAPTURE, said Mark,
have been accusing Cal Poly of even students with last priority
over-enrollment since September, were able to get full class loads.
Continuing students have been
when councilmember Peg Pinard
known
to take quarters off,
threatened to sue the university
mainly
because of registration
in order to implement a cap on
enrollment. The newly released difficulties and unavailabily of
enrollment figures may cause in classes. With CAPTURE there
creased friction between the was a 3 percent increase in
enrollment over past years. This
town and the university.
produced 800 more students than
Cal Poly is budgeted to ac projected, Mark said.
comodate 14,300 students. The
In the acceptance process,
1,358 increase brings the total to more space reservations are sent
17,564 full-time and part-time out than actually available. In
students on campus.
previous years, the show rate, or
Walter Mark, director of in the amount of students who ac
stitutional studies at Cal Poly, tually decide to attend Cal Poly,
said the over-enrollment is due to has been about 55 percent. The
inaccurate predictors and a usual number of conditional ac
v a r ie ty o f a d m in is tr a tiv e ceptances, which are notices that
changes.
accept the individual to Cal Poly
Predictors are means of if minimum California State
estimating probable enrollment University and Cal Poly eligibili
figures for the upcoming school ty requirements are met, was in
year.
creased this fall by 1,500 when
The new registration system. the admissions office changed
Cal Poly’s Touchtone User computer systems and
fell
Registration (CAPTURE), is one behind in the process. “ That
reason for increased enrollment.
could have had a change in the
“ 1 think it made a big dif show rate,” said Mark. He said
ference in the continuing student that this allowed 150 to 200 more
rate,” said Mark. “ We were students to be accepted than was
shocked.”
See ENROLLMENT, page 10
Staff Writer
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Ordinance lets
homosexuals
live in Irvine
But can’t flaunt
lifestyle, it says
IRVINE. Calif. (AP) _
Homosexuals are welcome to live
in this city as long as they don’t
promote their lifestyle, said
leaders of a group whose efforts
removed a clause from city ordi
nance that protected gays from
discrimination.
“ Homosexuals, like any other
citizen, are welcome in the city of
Irvine. We just don’t want
homosexuality promoted in Ir
vine,” Scott Peotter, president of
the Irvine Values Coalition, said
Monday.
The group successfully waged
a campaign for the Nov. 7 elec
tion to pass Measure N, which
repealed civil rights protections
for homosexuals contained in a
city ordinance.
At a news conference on the
steps of City Hall, Peotter and
fellow group leader Michael Shea
denied they would become the
so-called “ sex police” that their
opponents had charged.
Peotter said the measure pass
ed by a six-point margin because
“ the majority of people in Irvine
feel homosexuality isn’t right.”
However, their success does
not mean “ open season on
hom osexuals,’’ he said. “ It
means we go back to a level play
ing field.”
Jim Boone, the homosexual
representative for Irvine Citizens
United Against Measure N, was
angered by Peotter’s statements
Monday.
“ If that’s their welcome, God
knows what their rejection
amounts to,” Boone said. “ All
one can say is clearly they
wanted, desired and claimed the
right to discriminate on moral
grounds. One can only assume
they have every intention of do
ing so.”
An
e s tim a te d
10,000
homosexuals live in this Orange
County
community,
located
about 40 miles southeast of
downtown Los Angeles.
Irvine City Attorney Roger
Grable said the city will continue
to refer homosexuals who have
discrim ination complaints to
mediation services.

461 wasn’t rubbing
it in-1 just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last night’s giune.’’

3 skydivers jump;
use downtown LA
building, not plan(
G() ahead and gh >at You can
rub it in all the \va>‘to Chicago
with A'litr U)ng DiNtance Sc*r\k.e
lk*>ides. your best friend Eddie
was tlx.* one who sax! your team
ct)uld never win three straight
So gh e him a call It costs a
1(H less than you think to let him
know who’s fx.*aded for the Piavoffs
Reach out and touch somtxme.*
It youd like to know more about
ATitT pnxlucts and ser\ices. like
International Calling and the A'litT
Card, call us at 1 8(X) 222 0300.

AUbT

The right choice.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A trio
of skydivers apparently decided
to make an early morning jump
using a downtown skyscraper in
stead of an airplane, and one of
them crashed into a potted tree
but all got away, authorities
said.
Police officers didn’t witness
the incident and didn’t see any
one lugging parachutes through
downtown afterward, but the
smashed-up potted tree on the
fourth floor of a downtown bank
building was evidence somethiiig
occurred, said police Officer Bill
Frio.
“ All we’ve got is what a
witness told us,” Frio said Tues
day. “ We don’t even know who
they (the jumpers) were.”
If the jumpers were caught
they might have faced trespass
ing charges, police said.
Police Sgt. Ted Matthews said
construction workers building
the Metrorail subway reported
seeing the skydivers about
a.m. Tuesday.
It was unclear which building
the three leaped from, but it ap
peared one of them wound up on
the fourth floor of the Wilshire
Boulevard bank.
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Insight

DYSLEXIA:
Learning the hard way
By Steve Jones

I

n 1983, high school officials told John Bartizal he shouldn’t attend college.
Today, John is a senior speech com
munication major at Cal Poly, nearing

graduation.
Why would high school adm inistrators and
psychologists tell a student — hopeful of getting a col
lege diploma in order to lead a more successful and
fulfilling life — that this is an impossible dream?
“ The psychologist in high school told me not to go to
college. They said it would be too frustrating and the
feeling of failure would be too much for me,” John said.
“ They recommended that I get a manual labor job.”
By the way, one rather important detail may have
been omitted: John is dyslexic.
Dyslexia is a learning disability that is divided into
three categories: Dyslexia, the inability to read;
dyscalcia, the inability to do math; and dysgraphia, the
inablility to write. John is afflicted by dysgraphia, al
though his reading is also affected.
“ I read at the ninth grade level and I spell at about
the fifth grade level,” John said.
Yet John not only made it into Cal Poly, a school of
high academic standards, but he has been here for five
years. He attributes much of his success to the school’s
Disabled Student Services.
DSS currently helps 330 dyslexic students here at
Cal Poly.
The head of Cal Poly’s DSS is Learning Specialist
Anne Fryer. She describes DSS as a support service for
students wiih learning disabilities such as dyslexia.
Dyslexia basically is a processing disorder that
causes an individual to see letters or numbers dif
ferently than they actually are. Letters sometimes shift
on the page or even completely reverse. In other cases,
words will run together or the black to white contrast
of a printed page will play tricks on an individual.
“ The letters don’t always reverse, they sometimes
Steve Jones is a journalism major concentrating in
public relations. This is his first quarter reporting for
Mustang Daily.

just shift. What happens with a lot of students,” Fryer
said, “ they’ll say they see rivers going through the
print. The rivers are the white spaces between the
words and sometimes these white spaces sort of leap
out at them.”
Problems caused by dyslexia vary from individual to
individual. This variance makes the disease almost im
possible for experts to completely understand. Through
the years, people called the disease a form of insanity

lt*s interesting to tell my
professors that Vm dyslexic
because I get so many different
reactions. There are teachers
that have worked with disabled
students and understand the
disability and there are those
who iust look at you like you've
got the black plague.
J o h n B a rtlz a l

or a vision problem. Others thought it was a form of
mental retardation. Only recently have experts been
able to see it as a processing difficulty that can be
helped through support services, although there still
are experts who do not accept dyslexia as a medical
problem.
One misconception about dyslexies is that they are
unintelligent, but Anne said this is usually not the

case.
“ Part of the definition of someone with a learning
disablility is that they have average to above average
intelligence.”
An individual being tested for dyslexia is given
eleven Waissar tests, or IQ tests. Six of these test ver
bal skills and five are performance tests. These are
non-paper and pencil tests for common reasoning and
problem solving capabilities.
In diagnosing dyslexia, the tester looks for a “ spiky
profile.” This means large differences between scores in
various areas. While an average person’s scores would
be within three to five points of each other, someone
with learning disabilities may have a 12- to 15-point or
an even greater difference between scores.
John said he has a 40-point difference between his
speaking and writing scores.
If individuals show signs of a learning disability in
the Waissar tests, they are then given achievement
tests to narrow down the problem area.
Today, many adult illiterates are being diagnosed as
having dyslexia, and experts estimate that nearly
one-third of all children with reading problems are af
flicted by dyslexia.
“ To me, in spelling a word there’s almost no memory
process. So to spell a word is like you’re writing it for
the first time each time,” John explained.
For an individual with John’s disability, writing a
simple sentence becomes a major feat, especially when
in a situation catered to those without learning
disabilities, such as a college environment.
“ When you are taking a test or something, you can’t
go through each word,” John said. “ You’ve kinda got
to push on and hope that the teacher understands.”
Yet a great number of professors at the university
level don’t understand. Both John and Anne agree that
the one problem area in the assistance of the learning
. disabled at the college level is a lack of faculty
understanding.
“ It’s always interesting to tell my professors that
See INSIGHT, page 6
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From pages
I’m dyslexic because I get so
many different reactions,” John
said. “ There are teachers that
have worked with disabled stu
dents and who understand the
disability and then there are
those who just look at you like
you’ve got the black plague or
something is wrong with you.’’
“ What we need is more faculty
awareness of what’s involved (in
educating those with dyslexia),”
Anne said.
“ There are people who think
that people with learning
disabilities shouldn’t even be
here on campus because they’re
mentally retarded or not smart
enough to make it here,’’ Anne
said. But that is not the case.
“ That’s not what’s involved. It’s
someone who can learn, who does
learn, but who has a hard time
showing he has learned.”
While it may be hard for most
people to understand
how
dyslexies see things the way they
do, it is equally hard for them to
understand how we see things
the way we do.
“ You only have one frame of
reference and that’s your own. So
the only way you can experience
things is how you see them and
that looks normal to you,” John
said.
SS has many services available to stu d en ts with
dyslexia and other learning
disabilities. Services include
taped textbooks, note taking,
test
p ro cto rin g ,
textbook
readers, extended time on tests,
writing-skills assistance, and
perhaps the most important, ac
ademic advisement.
Academic advisement helps
dyslexic students better plan
their schedules, as well as help
them figure out which of the
other services would most
benefit them.
“ It gives them some insight
into how they learn, what causes
hassles and what they can do
with that,” Anne said. “ If you
have a hard time with multiple
choice and essays are just great
with you, it’s going to make a

difference in who you choose as a
teacher.”
John primarily uses DSS for
academic advisement, but also
takes advantage of note taking
and test proctoring.
“ 1 use them for a counseling
service for which courses to take.
They’re really a good support
group.”
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nother characteristic of
dyslexics which tends to be
overlooked is the potential for
greatness. While they may have
trouble with some basic opera
tions — either in reading, writ
ing, or math — often their higher
level skills are excellent.
One example is physicist
Albert Einstein, a dyslexic who
had problems with basic math
operations. He flunked out of
high school because he couldn’t

pass a basic math class, but went
on to be the most brilliant
physicist the world has known.
Yet in some of his most brilliant
formulas, he would make simple
math errors and would need to
have his work rechecked for er
rors.
“ Traditionally, people with
learning disabilities are better at
the higher level skills, but it’s
their lower level skills that
they’re not real confident with,”
Anne said. “ What you get is a
shaky foundation with bits and
pieces that are very solid.”
She compares the dyslexic
student to a brick wall with a
bad foundation.
“ When you look at that wall, it
looks fine. Most of the time when
you’re looking at a person, they
look fine. Put some stress on that
wall, also known as a test. If
you’ve got a shaky foundation,
you’re going to have a little
swaying.”
DSS supportive services, she
said, act as rebar supports for
the wall. Through work on and
support of basic skills, the stu
dent can get through school
without the wall crumbling
down.
“ We’re not rebuilding, we are
simply shoring up what is there,”
she said.
Though dyslexics have a
harder time in school, and have
to spend approximately twice as
much time studying, there is now
hope for them because of groups
like DSS. Gradually, people are
beginning to realize that these
people aren’t simply “ stupid” or
“ slow,” but they have a treatable
problem.
For dyslexics, studying may be
a long and frustrating process,
but the sense of accomplishment
after finally getting through
must be incredible. People told
John Bartizal he’d never get as
far as he has, and now he’s ready
to graduate. He has had the will
to persevere and overcome his
disability.
“ It has been hard, but I’ve
gotten to the point where I just
can’t wait to have my diploma
and to say, ‘Look, I did it!” ’

Open 7 Days University Square ‘ Batman’ video to be released today; not all are pleased
A Week SLO • 543-3465
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Video
“ Batman” is still playing in ‘Batman’ is now playing,” said

THANKSGIVING TURKEY SHOOT
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provi ded.

stores across the nation braced
for the arrival of “ Batman”
cassettes Wednesday, and while
the movie could break sales
records, not everyone in the
en te rta in m e n t
business
is
laughing like the Joker.

more than 500 theaters in North
America, and the movie’s quick
arrival on videocassette means
those movie houses are now out
of luck — as well as patrons.
‘‘The video release will really
hurt discount houses, where

Randy Hester, director of cor
porate development for the 640theater chain Cinemark U.S.A. in
Dallas.
Warner Home Video is releas
ing “ Batman” five weeks ahead
of the standard six-month period.

MUSTANG VILLAGE APTS
HAS SOME STUDENTS
GRADUATING IN DECEMBER
AND
WE NEED YOU TO FILL
SPACES!
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Mustang Battalion Army Reserve Officer Training Corps
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Students find home in lively setting

Tasmanian goes
bananas, enters
cage at zoo to
attack gorilla

Mortuary dwellers
pick up bodies for
rent-free living
By Cyndi Smith
SUM W riter___________

The old saying goes “ Home is
where the heart is.” But in this
home, the heart isn’t even
beating.
Home for four Cal Poly stu
dents is a mortuary.
In exchange for picking up
corpses and delivering them to
the Reis Chapel Mortuary on
Nipomo Street, the students live
ren t-free in an a p artm e n t
upstairs from the m ortuary,
which they affectionately call the
“ Dead Shed.”
“ We actually came across this
deal about three and a half years
ago,” said Steve Grande, a senior
political science major.
Grande explained that he had
been a resident adviser in the
dormitories for a year and was
looking for another place to live.
“ A friend told me about this
great deal where you can live for
free if you work the night shift at
the morgue,” he said.
The night shift
involves
waiting by the phone for a pick
up req u e st, said G rande.
“ There’s not a big turnover rate,
so we can sit by the phone and
study or watch TV or some
thing.”
The students are required to
work weekdays from 5 p.m. to 8
a.m. and from S p.m. Friday
straight through until 8 a.m.
Monday. Grande trades shifts
w ith
ro o m m a te s
Tom
Vanderweide, an agricultural

Morgue

residents

(from

left) Michael Beck, Darin QIttIngs, Tom

Vanderweide, and Steve Grande

(In back) blend well Into their sur roundings In their mortuary home.

engineering major, Michael Beck,
a psychology major, and Darin
Gittings, a mechanical engineer
ing major.
“ It sounds like a lot of hours,
but wc trade off, so wc each only
work one or two shifts a week,”
Grande said.
The students are not involved
in the embalming process of the
corpses. “ Wc don’t have a license
for that, s o ' wc call in the day
crew if it’s an emergency,”
Grande said. “ We’re just like a
delivery service.”
“ Wc get free moftality lessons
too,” said Beck. “ We’re (earning

to deal with death quite direct
ly.”
Living in a mortuary hasn’t
had any negative effects on the
social life of Grande or his
roommates. “ Most of the time
we don’t even think about it,” he
said. “ Wc have a private en
trance, so it’s not like we have to
go walking through bodies to get
home.”
“ Sometimes when girls see our
place they say ‘Eeew, you live in
a mortuary’ but usually it’s no
problem,” said Beck.
Grande said his mom was
taken aback when he First told

Come
and see
what's

V
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her where he would be living.
“ But when I told h er^ wouldn’t
be paying rent, she thought it
was great,” he said.
Beck agreed. “ My parents arc
stoked that they don’t have to
pay rent,” he said.
As for the future of the Dead
Shed, it is all in Beck’s hands.
“ The rest of my roommates are
graduating in the spring, so I’m
looking forward to establishing
my own balance of power here,”
he said.
The advertisements for new
roommates should be interesting.

MELBOURNE, Australia
(AP) — A man who jumpied
into a gorilla enclosure at
Melbourne Zoo and attack
ed the primates was com
mitted Tuesday to a mental
institution, while police
checked reports his father
had been slain.
On Monday, the man
shouted “ I’ve come to kill a
gorilla!” then kicked, pun
ched and chased a terrified
adult female named Betsy
while m aking
m onkey
sounds and beating his
chest with his fists, zoo
staff said.
He also drove a young
male, Mzuri, into a corner
after snatching his plastic
toy. The man finally was
trapped and held in a night
pen until police arrived.
The attacker, identified
only as a 2 7-year-old
Tasmanian, suffered minor
injuries from his jump into
the 15-foot enclosure. Betsy
had a small cut on her arm.
Police refused to comment
on news reports that quoted
police as saying his father
was found slain last week in
the garden of his home.
Keepers put the gorillas
under observation for any
psychological harm from the
a tta c k ,
sa id
zoo
s p o k e sw o m a n
J u d ith
Henkey. The zoo also
reviewed security measures
because it was the second
time this year someone had
managed to get into an
animal cage at the zoo.
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El Corral Bookstore presents

“the NeXT generation of computers
for higher education"
NeXT Representatives Will Be At
Chumash Auditorium
Thursday, Nov. 16, T1 a.m. to 3 p.m.
• Product Demonstratior^
• Mathmathica Overview
• Programming Tutorial

EIGprrol
COMPUTER

- 11:00 a.m.
- 1:00 p.m.
- 2:00 p.m.

Bookstore

DEPARTMENT

•

7 5 6 - 5 311
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A g jobs
overseas
Europe & Australia have
farmers who will provide work,
board, lodging and wages for
six months or more. Cash
crops, dairy, hogs, ranching,
other.
This is a tremendous
opportunity for a unique
experience for 18-28 year-olds.
Financial packages are
available to help with airfare.
Insurance. Supervision,
semirnars. etc., provided.
Call 1-800-432-FARM or write:
C A Exchange Program
P.O. Box 677
Fergus Faiis. MN
56537

A t last count,
there were 188
different colors
and textures
of paper at
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STULTZ
From page 1
a call from a frightened and con
fused graduate student, Helyn
Fay. She was referred to Stultz
by Lois Dirkes, a Cal Poly
counselor.
“ I thought he would be very
good,” Dirkes said. "H e has an
excellent reputation. I had a
daughter who took a class from
him and 1 took a class from him
and knew he was qualified to be
an advocate.”
Fay said Stultz supported her
throughout the process and gave
her much needed emotional sup
port.
“ Emotionally it’s been very
difficult,” Fay said. “ It was em
barrassing. Fred gave me the
support I needed. 1 depended on
him.”
Fay alleges she was sexually
harassed by Computer Science
Professor Emile Attala last Oc
tober and November at the pro
fessor’s home while she was do
ing class work for an indepen
dent study class he taught. She
went there at his suggestion to
use his home computer after he
allegedly made excuses for her
not being able to do the work on
campus.
Stultz ^ aid Cal Poly in
vestigated and ruled in Fay’s
favor. But she does not know

what kind of discipline, if any,
has been taken.
Stultz said Fay does not know
what kind of discipline, if any,
was taken and that is why Fay is
taking her complaint to another
forum, the courtroom.
“ Helen has exhausted all of her
o p tions w ithin the sexual
harassment policy,” Stultz said.
“ She’s completed that entire
process.”
The process starts with an ini
tial complaint being filed with
the university’s designee for each
school and then it is investigated
and Cal Poly decides whether or
not sexual harassment has occurredi The next step is some
sort of discipline, which can
range from a verbal warning to
dismissal for the accused, but it’s
up to the university to decide
how severe the punishment will
be. Victims never know what
kind of discipline was taken
because of the confidentiality
rule inithe policy, Stultz said.
Stultz said he wants the uni
versity to become active in
educating the campus population
about what sexual harassment is
and how it can be prevented.
“ Once it happens, the damage
has been done,” Stultz said. “ The
only way to deal with this is to
make sure these kinds of things

don’t happen.”
Stultz said he volunteered to
become Fay’s representative
under a provision in the univer
sity’s sexual harassment policy.
Administration Bulletin 88-5,
that allows a complainant (in this
case. Fay) to select someone to
represent them throughout an
internal investigation by Cal Po
ly.
Stultz said his role as repre
sentative is over since Fay is
taking her complaint to civil
court.
“ She’s in another phase,”
Stultz said. “ My role now is, if
this goes to court, to testify as to
the facts as to my knowledge.”
Fay and Stultz have noted that
Attala’s name is on the winter
registration schedule, teaching a
course in computer science
special problems — the same
class Fay was enrolled in when
she said she was approached
with requests for sexual favors
by Attala.
Stultz still shows concern for
Fay and her well-being.
“ This public exposure is going
to be hard on her but she felt the
process was not working,” Stultz
said. “ This is going to challenge
her, this is really going to be a
test of her resources. It’s going
to be hard on her.”

Stultz said he would meet with
Fay when the need arose. In the
beginning he met with her often
because she felt the pain and
hurt and needed support. Other
times it was just a final
reassurance before she had to
enter a meeting with sexual
harassment investigators at Cal
Poly.
“ Most of the time that I put
into it went into preparation for
meetings with various university
officials,” Stultz said. “ We sup
ported each other. We said this is
important and I’ll be there when
you state your case. It can be
very legalistic much of the time.”
Stultz said he would be an ad
vocate again and was thankful in
Fay’s case that he had experi
ence counseling children who
were sexually assaulted and
abused.
“ Without that kind of training
it would have been hard,” Stultz
said. “ One of the questions you
have to ask yourself is — do I be
lieve this person? Because if you
don’t it will affect the way you
support them as you go through
the process. I don’t think that’s
addressed at all in the way the
policy is established.”
— Steve Harmon
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CAFE

SERVING
CAPPUCINO • COFFEE
and PASTRIES
OPEN 7:30- 11:00 PM
CLOSED MONDAYS
1040 BROAD ST.
SAN LUIS OBISPO
(805) 541-4048

CAL POLY SAN LUIS OBISPO
OFFICE OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS
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See the v isio n s an d concepts of G en e ral M o to rs
DATE: November 15, and 16,1989
HANG
G L ID IN G
CLUB
Hang Gliding Classes

BAJA FOR
BEGINNERS
D a te : D e c . 9 -1 6
C o st: $ 1 6 9
B e g in n e r
H a n g G lid in g C la s s

Lessons & Equipment
Included!

Sponsored by Cal Poly &
UCSB Hang Gliding Clubs

LOTS O' FUN
For More Info Call

1-9 6 2 -8 9 9 9

I’LAC K: University Union Plaza
TIMP: 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM
( ¡iMUT.ll Mi>lors .iiul (¡MAC l in.inci.il Services .ire ple.iseJ to be as.soci.iteJ with your campus'
"(;\1 Auto rApo." See the l.Uest CiM cars and trucks in the convenience ot your own campus
comnumitv, and ask about the wide variety ot financing plans available to college students
through (¡MAC' f inancial Services, including the (¡MAC C'ollege Graduate Finance Plan.
I U i\\ l ( M \ l \ l>\ .ilU-iutim; \ our s. h.Hil s ( ,\1 Auto l \ p o i'\ out,\tni Ciin hr I'li^ihli'to win oiu* ol two s'^00 gr.ints t.»w,ira
\ o m lirtion o\ | vmm ‘s pro\ uIoJ In (.on.'r.il Motors or ( , MAC Hn.imi.il V r \ i.vs Whilo .itti'iulin>; tlu> I \po, just till out .in
.•nti\ loiin .iiul drop it in tlio . on\onu-nl .-ntrv ho\ I In- two s>(M) winnini; ontrv tornis will K ' J r . i w n .it tlu-i'iiJ ot tlu>(.M
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h arassm ent
From page 1
Attala was off campus this week
in W ashington,
D.C., and
unavailable for comment. Calls to
his home Monday evening were
unanswered and a phone comipany message Tuesday morning
said his phone had been discon
nected.
Fay wanted Attala dismissed
1 ’^
from the university for betraying
the public trust and for abusing
his position. She’s concerned
other female students will be
sexually harassed by him and
<inientioned others who have simiI lar statements concerning sexual
harassment by Attala.
The alleged incidents started in
fall 1988 when Attala asked Fay
to meet her at his house to
discuss the class requirements.
Attala asked Fay to meet at his
house on Fridays at 10:30 a.m.
r. -Ì because he did not like to come
to campus before noon because of
parking difficulty.
Fay said Attala asked her to
call him at 10 a.m. before she
ame to “ check in” with him. He
Iso offered her a job as a com-Hputer assistant in his Extended
ducation computer workshops.
^1 Shortly after the weekly class
eetings at A ttala’s home
tarted, he would come up to Fay
nd say he was “ fucking my
ind.” He then commented on
another woman student’s nipples

J

in class and inquired about
Fay’s.
Attala often told Fay she was a
“ beautiful woman.”
Before long, Fay said Attala,
who is from Egypt and has been
at Cal Poly 17 years, told Fay
that monogamy was a problem
with the American culture.
“ He told me that in his culture
marriages were enhanced by
partners going off to conventions
and ‘fucking the whole weekend,’
” Fay said.
Fay said Attala liked to spend
the last 10 to 15 minutes of the
lesson discussing these cultural
differences. He also mentioned
several times that he had been
provost
for
In fo rm atio n al
System s, com puter science
department head and a close
friend of President Baker.
Fay was alarmed by his com
ments but did not know what to
do. She told him she did not like
those sorts of conversations, that
she wanted it to stop.
The alleged incidents became
more explicit:
• On October 14, 1988, Attala
leaned over and kissed Fay on
the cheek while she was working
on the computer.
“ 1 did not respond,” Fay said.
She said she was frightened and
just froze.

Fay said Attala then leaned
over and grabbed her hip and
shoulder and kissed her on the
mouth.
Fay said she just sat there not
knowing what to do.
“ He commented again on the
type of nipples I have,” Fay said.
“ 1 told him ‘you’ll never know.’ ”
Fay said Attala then said to
her, “ Never say never.”
The following week Fay said
she went back to tell him to
change his behavior towards her.
• On October 21, 1988, Fay
said Attala started
kissing her
again.
“ 1 told him 1 didn’t want him
to kiss me,” Fay said. She told
him it made her nervous.
Fay, a student with a 4.0 grade
point average, still was not sure
what path to take to get Attala
to stop.
“ 1 didn’t want to get an ‘F’,”
Fay said. “ 1 was scared to
death.”
The following Friday Fay said
Attala leaned toward her and she
reminded him she did not want
him to do that. He refrained.
• On November 4, 1988, Fay
said Attala started
kissing her.
She ducked her head to avoid his
mouth.
“ He then put his hands on my

waist and slid his hands down
over my breasts,” Fay said, “ and
slid his hands up over my
breasts. He said he loved my
looks. He said that 1 needed to
understand that 1 am a very sexy
woman and that when he gets
under pressure his impulse is to
touch.”
Fay said Attala then referred
to another female student and
said, “ 1 take great comfort in her
boobs.”
“ He told me he wanted to be
my friend ... that we needed to
spend some time together,” Fay
said.
Fay said Attala asked her if
she could go away with him for a
couple of days, that he didn’t
want to fall in love — he wanted
to be her “ safety valve.”
“ He said ‘you need a safety
valve for your marriage,” Fay
said. She said Attala told her
“ You are perfectly safe with me
because I will not fuck you — 1
will suck your nipples and
massage your ass then you go to
your room and I go to mine.”
After Fay refused to go away
with him, she said Attala asked
her to view some videos. At that
point she got up to leave and she
said he put his hands on her
shoulders and said “ You can’t
leave ‘til you kiss me.”

“ I said NO!,” Fay said. “ He
held my shoulders and kissed my
mouth.”
After that. Fay refused to meet
for the class and contacted Lois
Dirkes, a Cal Poly counselor.
Dirkes referred Fay to Fred
Stultz, a psychology professor
who teaches human sexuality
and family issues.
Fay said Attala attempted to
contact her after this time, but
she said she did not return his
calls.
After the university’s in
vestigative process was com
pleted in May, Fay did not know
what kind of discipline had oc
curred. She said she decided to
visit Baker, who was responsible
for the discipline, and ask him
personally what action had been
taken. He would not tell her.
“ I came forward because I
don’t want this kind of thing to
happen to more female stu
dents,” Fay said.
Excellent early morning job
delivering the Mustang Daily
starting January 1990.
Independent hard worker who
doesn't mind starting the day
parly. Reliable truck required.
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From page 1
projected.
Another reason enrollment
may have increased has to do
with Cal Poly’s historically
underbudgeted summers. “ We’ve
caught a lot of heat for that,’’
Mark said.
Enrollment drops to 25 percent
in the summer, leaving 75 per
cent of the university facilities

¡¡K»

Two Great Gift Books
for Christmas
The London K xpcnence

Selected drawings, fHtitiiini>s,
poems, and short stories
hy Cal Toly students
and faculty. Tnhl. list $25.00
Onr price $0.9S

C a l P o ly : A
P h o io ^ r a p h ic P o r tr a it

S ow avaituhle in the Gem rat Book\ Depl.

Tilled with beautiful
photoi^raphs of our
campus. Tuhl. list $57.50
Our price $23.9iS

S3!
EIGxiQllïi^BcxïkstDie

unused. In attempts to solve
that problem. Cal Poly experi
mented with summer quarter
enrollment. Many fall applicants
were accepted if they started in
summer. To Cal Poly’s surprise,
200 more students than pro
jected attended — and continued
on during the fall.
Mark cited a decrease in
average student unit loads as
another reason for the increased
number of students at Cal Poly.
In the 1971-1972 school year, the
average student took 14.78 units
in the fall quarter. This figure
has been steadily declining since
then, with the 1989 fall average
being 13.4 units. The decrease in
average units per student means
that students are taking longer
to graduate, thus adding to the
over-enrollment problem.
In setting targets, there is
always a range of error of about
200 students.
Mark said despite this year’s
over-enrollment. Cal Poly has
had a reputation of having the
best enrollment management in
the CSU. For years, he said. Cat
Poly has been right on target,
but has rarely gotten credit in

Soviet seismologist
visits Central Coast
Says Bay Area earthquake damage
wasn’t as bad as Armenian disaster
By Barbara Courain

Jimw hito anentry-leml
careerthat will take
youPlacK at EDS.
Opportunities for Computer Science Graduates

In an EDS developmental program, your career potential can reach new heights Ybu’ll gam the
rewarding on-the-|Ot) experience jmu need to move your career years ahead — expenence you can only
gam from a worlo leader m the management of information technology
EDS IS looking for achievers — people who make things happen If you are interested m applying
your talents in the information processing services industry, you won’t find a better place to grow than
EDS
Our highly respected developmental programs are nationally recognized as models for the industry
They provide technical challenge, professional expertise and the business savvy you’ll need to become
one of the industry’s best-prepared professionals

Research Systems Engineering Development (RSED) Program
► A bachelor’s degree m Computer Science with a minimum 35/4 0 overall GPA preferred
a Willingness to relocate to the Dallas. Texas, area
> Excellent written and oral communication skills
The RSED program instruction includes hands-on and classroom education m artificial intelligence,
expert systems and advanced systems architecture. Each class uses our CASE tool, INCA, to analyze,
design and build an information processing system. Students work at the EDS national headquarters in
Plano. Texas Class size is limited to 16. and students use Sun workstations and Macintosh computers for
classroom instruction. Upon completion of the program, graduates are responsible for analyzing,
designing, developing and building systems and tools to maintain and enhance our level of technology
Take the first step toward achieving your highest career potential

CALL TODAY
1-916-638-8402
Or. send your resume to

Principals Only An Equal OpporJumty Employt' M/F(V/H

Wendell Yacur
EDS Developmental Recruiting
11060 White Rock Road
Suite 110, Dept 2CZG3199
Rancho Cordova. CA 95670

the media for doing so. Instead,
he said, the city and media have
focused only on the rare occa
sions of over-enrollment.
Mark said the only way to con
trol enrollment is to reduce the
number of new students, mainly
the freshmen class. “ We won’t
move fall applicants to summer
and we will probably reduce fall
a p p lic a n ts .” he said . But
su b sta n tia lly
reducing
the
freshmen class would only cause
detrimental waves down the
road.
Mark explained that if the
freshman class is reduced by a
third, junior and senior classes
won’t be full several years later.
Financial and faculty problems
would result; for example, labs
with 17 openings available would
have less than capacity enroll
ment. “ We try to avoid those
peaks and valleys in enrollment,’’
he said.
Despite community concerns,
Mark said there has been
tremendous building in the last
nine years. “ The students at Cal
Poly don’t make up the bulk of
the problems in San Luis Obispo.
They are only a part of it.’’

staff Writar

A Soviet visitor who arrived
Monday to the San Luis Obispo
area said that, in contrast to the
people’s faces she is accustomed
to, Americans “ smile a lot.’’
“ Very seldom do I see happy
faces at home in Russia,’’ said
Soviet Union • seismologist Tania
Kochetova. “ The faces 1 see are
lonely ... they are worried with
the troubles of daily living.’’
Kochetova is taking part in
“ Soviets, Meet Middle America’’
(SMMA). SMMA is a project of
the Center for U.S.-U.S.S.R. Ini
tiatives (CUUI) located in San
Francisco. In 1988 and 1989 the
project will bring 400 Soviets in
groups of 20 each month to
communities across the United
States. One of the project’s goals
is to bring Russians and Ameri
cans together to get to know one
another as human beings and
discuss problems directly facing
the future.
San Fransico was Kochetova’s
first U.S. destination, where she
spent three days observing ear
thquake damage in San Jose,
Santa Cruz, Watsonville, Los
Gatos and San Francisco. “ The
Armenian earthquake we experi
enced in Russia was three times
less in strength, but the damage
th a t o c c u rre d w as m uch
greater,’’ she said. “ I was so glad
to see that for such a big earth
quake, the damage was not so
big.’’ She said this is due to the
high engineering standards of
American buildings.
Kochetova spent one of her
days working for a family who
needed help in restoring their
home after the earthquake. “ I
painted a bathroom and a wall in
the living room,’’ she said. “ 1
was so happy to give my labor to
this cause ... it was a joy to do
it.’’

She is currently staying with a
family in Atascadero. “ The area
director of the program asked me
if we would like to be a host,’’
said Kochetova’s host Wess
Watkins. “ I was honored.’’
Kochetova said she is excited
to meet with American people
and get to know their ideas,
especially co n cern in g their
political and economic system.
“ We have to change our
political system ,” she said.
“ Your system has a source for
development ... and that is unity.
“ Our system, on the other
hand, has no analogical source
for development,” she said.
“ Getting to know your political
system may help decide the way
we will change our system for the
future.”
Watkins said he was amazed at
some of the more trivial dif
ferences in the two cultures. “ For
instance, they do not have dog
and cat food for their pets,” he
said. “ They can only feed them
food bought at a grocery store
and therefore it is hard for them
to have pets.”
Kochetova said it is hard to
put her experience so far into
words. “ It is wonderful, a para
dise ... your middle America liv
ing standards are too high for my
understanding,” she said. “ I’ve
never seen such houses.”
She will be in the San Luis
Obispo area until November 17,
then will visit other parts of
California and will then leave for
Russia on November 27. Some of
her activities includes visits to a
few elementary schools, a tour of
the San Luis Obispo mission, a
visit to Farmer’s Market and a
tour of the Diablo Canyon power
plant in Avila Beach. During ac
tivity hour on Thursday at Cal
Poly, she will be visiting with the
International Business Club.

SOFT CONTACT LENSES-PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFTSPIN
SOFTMATE B ..............................$30 pr
BAUSCH & LOMB "0 "
SOFTMATE E W .........................$39/pr
^

BAUSCH & LOMB "U"...... ...$43/pr
CIBA SOFTCOLORS........ ....$63 pr
DURASOFTOPAOUES... ....$128 pr

V A R IO U S B R A N D S A V A I L A B L E

Please call 349-3409 • W. Mam St.. Santa Maria
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ASI Special Events
presents
Robin Williams in

SLO police say party complaints increase
in last six years; number of parties down
By Cyndi Smith
staff Writer

A 200-guest party November
4 which resulted in six arrests, is
not part of an increasing trend.
Although the number of com
plaints about parties is increas
ing, the number of parties is not,
said Sgt. Steve Seybold of the
San Luis Obispo Police Depart
ment.
“ The number of complaints has
grown in the past six years from
about 500 per year to 1,700 per
year,” said Seybold.

He attributes the increased
complaints to an increasing
number of parties thrown to
make money.
The police issue about three to
five noise citations a week, said
Seybold. The minimum fine for a
citation is $100, and if party
hosts are arrested and charged
with disturbing the peace, they
could spend up to six months in
jail and be fined up to SSOO.
Police break up about 50 to 60
parties per weekend, said
Seybold. “ We break up more
parties now than six years ago

because the neighbors are more
likely to complain,” he said, ad
ding that neighbors are less
tolerant of noise, illegal parking
and fast traffic. He also said
neighbors are less likely to put
up with people throwing up and
urinating in their yards.
“ If people are cooperative
when we come to their party, we
will just try to get everyone in
side and quiet it down,” said
Seybold. “ But if we stand at the
door for 15 minutes and no one
answers, chances are we’ll give
them a citation.”

Classified
ASI Special Events
Presents

DEAD POETS
SOCIETY

Join us and our 5 ongoing SPACE
SHUTTLE experiments
Every \Wed 7pm, Bldg 52, Rm E26

Nov 17 8 and 10pm
Chumash Aud

ETA KAPPA NU Initiates meeting:
Thu NOV16 11am in Rm128,Engr East
Re Active BBQ, Init.date. etc..________

Share your experience' Become a

POLY ROYAL
AMBASSADOR

GAMERS! ~

GCDLDEN KEY!!! "

General meeting. Wed Nov 15,
UU218 at 5pm Guest speaker.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS CLUB
Meeting thurs,Nov 16,11 AM
Guest Speakers, Soviet Comrades:
Tanya Kochatora & Evgeny Brodski
Bus.Bldg 113AISO Fri, Nov. 17,11.30
Am.Thunderbird Rep Bus Bldg HA _

medT^T^niacs"

SPJ IS meeting Wed. 11/15
7p m in GA 303 for info- x1143

NUTRITION CLUB

Mig Nov 15 Ag Eng Rm 121
Spkr Nancy Ca rlto n .R D __

STEAMBOAT
SKI CLUB
Want to go to STEAMBOAT?
Lucky for you there has been 3
cancellations on the 9th bus'
Sign up today at the UU table'
FINAL PAYMENT DUE THURS NOV.16

ULA
Undergraduate Law Association
meeting 11 00am Thursday Nov 16
Ag BkJg Rm 216 come to hear local
attorneys speak about the legal
field.elections for new officers
New members and all majors come

Friday, Nov.17
8 & 10 pm

Applic due Dec 1 UU209.756-2487

Yellowiackets

Wed .Nov. 297 30pm in the! Cuesta
College
eqi Auditorium Tickets at
Boo Boo s or charge at 546-9463

GAMMA PHI

HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!!

SAE

PADDY MURPHY
GAMMA PHI BETA
WENDI ADAMS

We can't wait for our date
tonight

RAETZ TYPING SERV
CALL NANCY AFTER 6_PM 543-3774 _
RESUMES, S^enior Projects & More!
Laser Printer - Laura-549-8966
t y p in G & e d it in g w o r d ' pI r f e c G
CALL BECKY. 549-0254

r easo n able

FUN & SATISFACTION? YES' Volunteer
for OUTREACH.Help with activités
for the developmentally disabled
Call Jen or Steph 756-2476 or
attend orientation on meeting 1119
-4pm or 11/20 5pm Room 216 in UU

GET READY TO FIND OUT WHO WE ARE!
. YOUR BIG BRO AND
BIG SIS LOVE YOU!

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE " '

PADDY MÖIFY!

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-$59.230/yr
Now Hiring Call (1)805-687-6000
Ext.R-10081 for current federal list

GRC m a j o r s "

Local Bus needs JR/SR student
to help desing 2 real estate
CO logos letterhead, etc
call Steve at 1-239-2333

MARY COMPAGNO
WHERE ARE YOU?7!
CALL PAUL (S B ) AT 542-9554

PREGNANT & UNDECIDED?
GRP. THERAPY your choice respected
Wkly Sessions 544-5870 Linda Sue
Rayban Oakley Suncloud Vuarnet
get 10°o off all name brand sun
glasses with Cal Poly student ID
card.The Sea Barn 360 Front St
Avila Beach
____
WOW GROUP il8:REUNIONm
Parly at Kelly's-Thurs Night
Call Kelly or Paul tor Details

UNTOUCHABLES!

DANCE CONCERT IN CAL POLY GYM
November 19 at 7pm
tickets 8 50 student advanced
available at the UU Box Office

" WIN A t u r k e y ” "
TURKEY SHOOT
CAL POLY RIFLE RANGE NEAR AERO
HANGER THURS NOV 16 10-6

WOW REUNION!!

1987 GROUP 56
1988 GROUP ,112
1989 GROUP , 1
The 3 BEST Wow Groups EVER. Are
going to have a reunion on Sat
11/18 More Info call Capi 545-8410
Mark 541-3773. or Heather 544-3540

WATER-SKI CLUB

MTG TONIGHT 8 30 in SCI(52) rmE27
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME'

Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics m every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

PART-Time AHT needed for Atlas
small animal hospital Must be
currently licensed 466-6677
PART-TIME EDUCATION DIRECTOR
lor First United Methodist
Church of Santa Maria 20 hrs
weekly 10K annually Degree
preferred Send resume and
references to Jim Sullivan.
1423S WalliS.SM 9 3 ^ .9 2 5 -5 9 5 6 _
Part-time Thursdays.Deliver EasyAd in SLO door to door. Earn aver
age $6-7 hr.Apply 3559 So.Higuera
Sales position/manager
Enthusiastic, responsible
individuals meeded for retail
at Central Coast Plaza Flexible
good pay Call Chris 966-1551 ____

WATERSKI CLUB

^^g tonight 8 30 Sci(52)rm E27
What's It like to be a student
teacher’’ Find out by attending
the STUDENT TEACHER PANEL on Th
Nov 16 at 8pm in BAE 214 Refresh
ments, all welcome'SCTA sponsored

20 OOSSS Bathing Suits
It's The Sea Barns"ANNUAL Bikini
Sale" ShM Early For Best Selec
tion The S^ea Barn 360 Front St.
Avila Beach

ARMS AND
THE MAN
Shaw's winy masterpiece

CHI'S OF ZETA KEEP UP THE SPIRIT'
WE LOVE YOU ALL'
Congrats to Janise OeVoe-Gamma
Phis Order of Omeg^pledg|e' _
Congratulations to
HENRI AMICABLE
On becoming an
ORDER OF OMEGA initiate
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE MENS
SOCCER TEAM ON A GREAT SEASON
•YOUR BIGGEST FANS SIGMA PI

CORRECTION
All Pledge Parly
3 00pm El Chorro Park

Cal Poly Theatre
Tlx $5 stu $6 public
Theatre B/0 hrs 10-4

WMIHG

ftiSOKAL GXiMWi

RtAL NV)\S(kHCt HOW W
I QOIKÇ, TO
UP TO

SONY D-10 PORT Disk $200 ONKYO
S-44 10 3 way-Nice $175 489-2995

1988 YAMAHA XT350 ENDURO GREAT
CONDITION $1300/FIRM-JIM 545-8678
HONDA SPREE-in excint cond.
Great to have in SLO town Helmet
inci $350 Suzi 542-0327(LVE MSSG)

NISHIKI TRI-A Equipe Ultegra. 105
Sante, 600 Like New $350 489-2995

AUTO BODY

Very experienced person wanted
to do prep work on suburban
U need refs Call John at the
Mustang Daily 756-1143

Ya ticket IS up. the nde is ovah
Warahouse boys!

ZARROHappy 20th Birthday
You're my truest gentleman
and I love youl
Hugs and kisses,
Marcl Rae

Chumash Aud.

1982 MAZDA RX-7 Great condition.
Fun c a r'$4700 773-1237

YO!

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-hr Lifeline 541-3367
Free pregnancy test
‘A friend tor life'

$3°o

com ing up:
COM EDY SHOW , DEC. 1 ,7 :3 0 & 9:30

m

CAL POLY
SPACE SYSTEMS

Do you play wargames or role-play
games? Are you looking for people
to game with? Meet SAGA Thursdays
at 11am in Comp.Sci room 250

DEAD POETS
SO C IETY

/V:ademic word processing Rates
from $2 page Riesumes $10. Laser
printer Marcy 541-4214__________
CW LAYELLE SECRETARIAL SERV
WP.Sr Projects disc 528 5830
_____
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL
BONNIE. 543-0520 EVES
JUST YOUR TYPE Professional Wbrd
Processing Call Delene 541-3626^
Let Me Do Your "IVpina ESSAYS.REPORTS.MANUSCRIPTS.BANNERS FOR
y o u r p a r t ie s r e a s o n a b l e COMPU
TER SERVICES PH (805) 349-8274
P A P E R ^ T s E~WORD PROCESSTn G
Call Karen at 544-2692
p r o t y p e ' w o r d p r o c e s s in g
CALL PATTY 544-1783
R&R Word P ro c e s s ii^ RONA 544-2591
Laser printer, Student Rates by Appt

Summer management internship
interviews now taking place
Gam valuable expenerKe manag
ing a team of employees.customers
and suppliers Successful appli
cants will undergo extensive
training Average summer earnings
range $6-10.000 call student
painters' for information
1-800-426-6441

Apple lie Color. Imagewnter II.
2 flopies. great wordprocessor.
tots of software $1100 4 8 9 - 2 ^ 5 _____
BIG STUDENT DESK drawers cabinet
good condition 542-9155
Hard & Floppy Disk Drives Repaired
or replaced Phone for quote Neil'
481-1920 New 45 Meg for Mac $525
Round Trip Ticket LA-MAINE LV
12/9 RTN 12,17 $200- OBO 541 -4246
SOFA SLEEPER QUEEN med Tan $125
COMPUTER STUDENT DESK $50 7725003
_
STAR NX1000 Rainbow printer
9 pin.I upgraded $200 HP32S
Scientific calc new $55
call Tern 543-5397.

Private or Shared Room 6 month
lease avail. Pool, Weight Room
Call 543-1450 or Eves. 772-3927

FEMALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM 225/
mo
& utils washer/dryer 545-9228 JODI
Male roommate to share room
nice house 212.50/mo 543-6201________
ROOM~W/LARGE CLOSET IN 3BD HOME
1 PERSON 330 2 PEOPLE TO SHARE
$180 EACH AVAIL. NOW! 544-3734

CEDAR CREEK CONDO FURNISHED POOL
REC ROOM. REAL CLOSE TO POLY
LAUNDRY $1040 CALL 542-0940
___
MUSTANG VILLAGE APTS
HAS SOME STUDENTS
GRADUATING IN DECEMBER
AND
WE NEED YOU TO FILL
THPIR ^PAr:F9l
STUDIOS • TOWNHOUSES • FLATS
HURRY. LIMITED SPACES'
MUSTANG VILLAGE
543-4950
1 MUSTANG DR (ADJACENT TO POLY)

S L O FURNISHED 2-BD 2-BA CONDO
POOL REC RCX)M LAUNDRY $1060 MO
FARRELL SMYTH PROPERTY MANAGE
MENT
1411 MARSH ST SUITE 101 543-2636

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS 4 HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO’’ for Free
List of all Least Expensive Houses
-*- condos for sale in SLO.Call
Steve Nelson 543*8370 -•- Leave
message Farrell Smyth R,E

Wednesday November 15, 1989

COUPON ADVERTISING
Use Mustang Daily s Coupons for
Great Savings at THE TIRE STORE

Business
Directory

■mtRtS NOT ANSTUtNC.
ON THE CE\UNS THM*
I could E'JEN CLIfAB UP

KINKO'S COPIES
ASK ABOUT OUR RESUME PACKAGEtl
OPEN 24 HOURS! 543-0771

j' T O S » I

HON M r SUPPOSED TO
DO tAS HONEWORiL WHEN
VN trapped C3N THE
CtlLtNC'* IT'S ttAPOSSIBLE

MASTERS THESES & MANUSCRIPTS
LINDA BLACK 544-1305.466-0687
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RICE
From page 1
McKenzie to represent him.
Rice still has never received
notice o f any o f the allegations
made against him.
History professor Dan Krieger,
a friend o f Rice, said there have
been rumors that Rice sold
grades or tests. Rice wouldn’t
comment on the rumors until he
sees ’’something in writing from
the administration,” he said.
’’There are unknown allega-

A

process is inconsistent with ex
isting (California) legislative and
educational sections,” Rice said.
’’We’re really talking about the
whole issue o f due process.”
McKenzie declined comment
for this article.
T he letter
from
W ilso n
suspending Rice also banned
Rice from campus, except for
departmental m eetings. There
appears to be nothing in the
union contract giving Wilson the

tions made by unknown in
dividuals,” Rice said. ’’Damn it.
I’m innocent. I’ve done nothing.
I feel as a result o f the whole
process ... I’ve been irreparably
damaged.”
Rice and McKenzie challenged
Article 17 o f the union contract,
which doesn’t require the ad
ministration to inform a faculty
member o f any charges against
him.
” Our contention is that the

»

power to ban a faculty member
from campus.
” He (McKenzie) feels that this
is, in fact, not legal,” Rice said.
On Oct. 3 Rice received
another letter from Wilson re
questing Rice to agree to an ex
tension to the suspension. Article
17 requires that to suspend a
faculty member longer than 30
days, the President — in this
case, Wilson — *and the professor
must agree to the extension.
The letter stated, ” If you (Rice)
are not agreeable to the exten
sion, you are to report to Dean
Kenneth Walters on Monday
morning Oct. 9 for reassignment
in non-teaching instructionally
related duties for the remainder
o f the fall quarter.”
The union contract states in
Articles 19.3 and 19.24 that a
faculty
member
cannot
be
reassigned before disciplinary
action is taken. In Rice’s case no
such action has been taken.
But Rice agreed to the suspen
sion extension because he wants
to continue to teach, and to be
cleared o f any wrongdoing.
” My basic goals are to get
back into the classroom, and be
concurrently exonerated,”
Rice
said.
On Oct. 2S McKenzie and Rice
sent the CSU attorneys and
W ilson an ultimatum: either
assure Rice on or before Nov. 15
that there are charges against
him and give him his teaching
assignm ents
for the winter
quarter, or else he would seek a
court order to end the suspension
and be reinstated.
On Oct. 9 Jan Pieper, director

o f personnel and employee rela
tions wrote a the memo stating
that Rice would be ’’scheduled to
resume his normal duties” in the
fall.
Mike Suess, associate director
o f personnel, declined comment
on whether the ultimatum af
fected the decision to reinstate
Rice. He also declined comment
on whether the investigation will
be dropped.
” He
w o u ld
have
been
reinstated regardless o f the
(status o f the) investigation,”
Suess said.
Rice said Monday that the
reinstatem ent d oesn ’t satisfy
him.
“ It has not resolved the pro
blem o f unknown allegations by
unknown indviduals.”
Throughout his suspension,
Rice has received support from
fellow faculty members.
Krieger and economic pro
fessor Dominic Perelio plan to
start a legal defense fund today
to help pay Rice’s attorney fees.
“ He shouldn’t have to bear the
expense (of his defense),” Krieger
said, “ because his cause is every
faculty members’ cause. This
could happen to any one of us. I
think if it had happened to me
I’d have probably had a heart
attack. This whole thing is out
rageous.”
Rice wanted it known that he
was approached by Mustang
Daily for this article.
“ If somebody had told me that
this type o f thing could happen
on this campus,” Rice said. “ I
would be absolutely totally
shocked.”

BUILD YOUR OWN
DELUXE HAMBURGER

14th A nniversary S ale
Thursday, Nov. 16 through Sunday Nov. 19,1989
S elected

T-SHIRTS

BOOTIBS R ound-toe:
• $19.95

ONEILL
Reg. $ 42-$44 (S light blem ishes)

Sizes M , L, o r XL • S S a S S each

orSfOr$24.9S

sa le

selected sm all T-S hirts • o n ly S6.9S

S pllt-to e: sa le • $21.9S

SHIRTS

selected
fro m
OUlCKSItVER, STOSSY, RIP CURL,
0 N EIU , TAC, CAS. RUSTY,
100% MAMBO, SCHROFF

ONEILL
LIMITED EDITION
' COLOWATER CLA$SIC

selected

DUPPLB BAG
Reg $so.oo
$ALE $19.95

Vi
From B iiiabong and S kate Rags
Selected

WAUCSHORTS Vs OFS

-

SURF TRUNKS iust $9.95
WOMSN'S $9.oe
SWIMSUITS
^

second M arkdow n
Just

$8.95

Reg. $159.95
$ALE

tièdn
/•tu tv viu

A ll rem ain in g

TANK TOPS

ALL SLICKBOOY DIAMOND $LICK

CMmcK our oum nuw
fumo UTOCK OU O’MUILL,
mm cuoL. MiMuom mho
M M ir wmrmuirm

A il rem ain in g

A ll rem ain in g

BzBODY BOARDS

ALEEDA

$119.95

BODYBOARD
BAGS

Enjoy a big, juicy hamburger served
on a sesame seed or whole wheat buni
with lettuce and tomatoes and

Your Choice of
12 Toppings:
BACON
MUSHROOMS
SALSA
GREEN CHILE STRIPS
GRILLED O N IO N S
C A N A D IA N B A C O N
G UACAM O LE
A N D 5 TYPES O F CHEESE

THE QUALITY CHOICE
only at the

REG.3795

RIP CURL

SPRING SUITS
M en s; Reg. $90 ■
SALE$64.95

$29.95

Junior S: Reg. $75 • SALE $54 9S

B u rg e r B a r
S u m m s iy

C r i l S I T M / V l

C : c > > \ S T

S U W F B C > A . l ^ t : > S

986 M onterey St • Son luis O bispo •

M w Z Sum om sW /

541-1129

SlJRFtRS WO R K I N G FOR SURFt RS SI NCt

197b"

rriir.rn:»

